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Tom Schiele joins MPS North America as Director of Content Development, ELA 

MPS North America is pleased to announce that Tom Schiele has joined as Director of Content 
Development, ELA. Tom has over 30 years’ experience in education, having started his career as a 
classroom teacher before transitioning to educational publishing. He has headed up editorial 
departments as Associate Publisher for ELA at National Geographic/Hampton-Brown and VP, 
Content Development at Wright Group/McGraw-Hill, where he was responsible for creating 
comprehensive literacy programs for PK-12 and hundreds of supplemental titles. Tom holds a BA in 
English and an MA in Children’s Literature. 

Tom Schiele, Director of Content Development, ELA stated: 

“I am truly excited that at MPS North America, I am joining a group with such deep and sustaining 
roots in educational publishing. The wealth of knowledge, range of resources, and commitment to 
client service is extraordinary. My career in education has taken me many places, and I couldn’t be 
happier that my road has led me here. I look forward to continuing to contribute and to learn at 
MPS.” 

Liz Nielsen joins MPS North America as Supervising Content Developer, ELA 

MPS North America is also pleased to announce that Liz Nielsen has joined as Supervising Content 
Developer, ELA. Liz has over eight years’ experience in educational publishing for K–12 English 
Language Arts and seven years’ teaching experience. Liz began her career as a high school English 
teacher, teaching honors advanced-placement English, as well as ACT preparation courses. Liz’s 
experience as editor at Pearson and McGraw-Hill Education has further contributed to a well-
rounded background that enables her to create engaging educational materials. Liz holds a BA in 
the Teaching of English and an MA in Humanities. 

Jamie West, SVP, Product Development, MPS North America stated: 

“Having both Tom and Liz on board here at MPS North America positions our Content Development 
group at the forefront of highly-qualified developers for Reading, English Language Arts, and 
Literature. The sheer caliber of their talent and qualifications lays the groundwork for building 
strong teams across all grade levels in the K-12 ELA space.” 

About MPS North America and MPS Limited  
 
MPS Limited is a leading provider of platforms and services for content creation, production, and 
distribution. Over the 45 years of its dominant presence, MPS has established itself as a global 
leader in its space for partnerships with the world's leading publishers and platforms. MPS Limited 
offers a diverse geographic spread with facilities in Dehradun, Noida, Gurgaon, Bengaluru, and 
Chennai in India; and offices in Orlando, Portland, Durham, Effingham, and NY in the US. MPS North 
America is a wholly owned subsidiary of MPS Limited and provides full-service content 
development, design, rights and permissions, media asset development, and production services to 
the educational publishing market with expertise in developing turnkey solutions for print and 
digital products.  


